
$1,245,000 - 4751 La Villa Marina C, Los Angeles
MLS® #SB24074418

$1,245,000
2 Bedroom, 3.00 Bathroom, 1,672 sqft
Residential on 2 Acres

N/A, Los Angeles, CA

Loaded with AMAZING, CUSTOM
UPGRADES and RARE NATURAL LIGHT!
This GORGEOUS, SUN-SPLASHED,
MODERN UNIT offers a wonderful slice of
Westside life with a DREAM LOCATION and
TIGHT COMMUNITY VIBE. So, so many
improvements and convenient perks, including
luxury vinyl floors, renovated Trex composite
outdoor patio, contemporary wood and
tempered-glass railing, fresh paint, and newer
dual-pane vinyl windows. Kitchen is updated
with vinyl screen door and custom electric
privacy shade to go with beautiful cabinetry,
quartz countertops, marble tiling, stainless
steel appliances and reverse osmosis water
filtration system. Primary bedroom delivers
tremendous space and privacy with a stunning
dual-sink bathroom and a custom walk-in
closet that is to die for! Truly uncommon size
for a second bedroom, and the same can be
said for all the storage space--including loads
of built-in setups and garage versatility.
There's also a unique extra opportunity for a
home office, workout room, man cave or
retreat with welcoming natural light. You'll love
all the luxury and convenience such as custom
living-room credenza, wine fridge, updated
Decora dimmable electrical lighting, laundry
room near both bedrooms, and ChargePoint
EV unit and cables to reach both parkings
spots. Stroll to so many outstanding shops and
restaurants, the Glen Alla playground and
even well-organized neighborhood garage
sales! This is the place to experience dreamy



SoCal indoor-outdoor living!

Built in 1968

Additional Information

City Los Angeles

County Los Angeles

Zip 90292

MLS® # SB24074418

Bedrooms 2

Bathrooms 3

Square Ft 1,672

Lot Size 1.92

Neighborhood MARINA DEL REY (90292)

Garages 2
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